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KISM AND KASNEB 

CERTIFIED PROCUREMENT AND SUPPLY PROFESSIONAL (CPSP) 

PART I 

PROCUREMENT PLANNING 

TUESDAY: 24 November 2015. Time Allowed: 3 hours. 

Answer ALL questions. Marks allocated to each question are shown at the end of the question. 

SECTION A  

QUESTION ONE 
As a procurement planning specialist you have been tasked with ensuring that all goods, works and services are budgeted for at 
current market prices. The results from bids for previous years contracts are as follows: 

Contract Plan costs (Sh.) Contract award  price (Sh.) Number of bidders 
A 10,000,000 12,000,000 5 
B 12,500,000 9,500,000 3 
C 50,000,000 49,950,000 8 
D 5,000,000 100,000,000 1 

Required: 
(a) Given that the plan ratio is the contract award price divided by the plan cost:

(i) Calculate the plan ratios for contracts A to D. (2 marks) 

(ii) Explain the ratios in these contracts. (2 marks) 

(b) Calculate the total budget variance for the four contracts. (3 marks) 

(c) Explain which of these contracts was planned better than the rest? Justify your answer. (2 marks) 

(d) In contract D, give possible reasons for the large difference between plan cost and contract award price. (6 marks) 

(e) Explain the steps you would take to improve accuracy of prices used in procurement plans. (5 marks) 
(Total: 20 marks) 

SECTION B 

QUESTION TWO 
(a) Illustrate how an organisation involved in production of fast moving consumer goods might use the supply positioning

model to determine the type of engagements with suppliers. (12 marks) 

(b) Explain the stages in the procurement cycle. (8 marks) 
(Total: 20 marks) 

QUESTION THREE 
You have just returned from the Regional Procurement Conference where pertinent issues on procurement planning were 
discussed. 

(a) Advise your Director on the key elements of a procurement plan. (5 marks) 

(b) Explain using examples, why budgeting is an important component of procurement planning. (15 marks) 
(Total: 20 marks) 
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SECTION C 

QUESTION FOUR 
Read the case below and answer the questions that follow. 

CAPACITY NEEDS ASSESSMENT 

Two individual consultants have been identified to deliver a project on systematic capacity needs assessment on climate 
change. A summary of the project is as follows: 
1. A key outcome is improved capacity to manage and adopt to climate change at different levels.
2. Two individual consultants will deliver tasks under the direction of a team leader.
3. The National Capacity Building plan should cover capacity building approaches, methods, activities and time frame.
4. The tasks involve data collection, conduct reviews, interviews, consultation workshops and preliminary findings

presentations.
5. Output includes inception plan of the Capacity Needs Assessment and capacity building plan as well as draft

questionnaire and interview guidelines.
6. As per delivery schedule each consultant will work for a total of 30 working days.
7. The consultants will work under the immediate supervision of the team leader.

The following are various cost elements likely to be incurred by the individual consultant over a 30 day period of consultancy: 
 Individual consultant remuneration @ Sh.50,000 per day.
 Air travel for two trips @ Sh.30,000 per trip per consultant.
 Local transport, daily hire of car @ Sh.8,000 per day.
 Subsistence/per diem @ Sh.10,000 per day for 42 days.
 Communication @ Sh.1,000 for each consulting day.
 Stationery @ Sh15,000.
 Reports production @ Sh.5,000 per report.
 Contingency @ 20% of the cost of the project.

Required: 
(a) (i) Construct a table with appropriate headings to represent the above information. (5 marks) 

(ii) Use the table to estimate the cost of each line item. (8 marks) 

(iii) Estimate the total budget of the project. (2 marks) 

(b) Suggest the sources of information that could be used to estimate costs for each project item. (10 marks) 

(c) Discuss the reliability of each source of information in (b) above. (15 marks) 
(Total: 40 marks) 

………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
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KISM AND KASNEB 
CERTIFIED PROCUREMENT AND SUPPLY PROFESSIONAL (CPSP) 

PART I 

PROCUREMENT PLANNING 

WEDNESDAY: 25 May 2016.     Time Allowed: 3 hours. 

Answer ALL questions. Marks allocated to each question are shown at the end of the question. 

SECTION A 

QUESTION ONE 
(a) (i) Define the term “strategic procurement planning”. (2 marks) 

(ii) Identify THREE characteristics of demand. (3 marks) 

(b) Outline the role of forecasting in procurement planning. (5 marks) 

(c) The annual procurement planning exercise is a statutory requirement for all public entities in Kenya.

Discuss FIVE components of a procurement plan. (10 marks) 
(Total: 20 marks) 

QUESTION TWO 
Capco Corporation Ltd is a State Corporation charged with the responsibility of procuring ICT equipment for the government. 
The management of the Corporation comprise of the following departments: Finance, ICT, Corporate Affairs, Procurement, 
Audit and Risk, and Legal. The current CEO joined the organisation recently from the private sector. Since the organisation’s 
mandate is in procurement of ICT, the CEO prefers to work with ICT department and rarely involves procurement department 
when carrying out procurement and disposal activities. 

In the year 2016, the items earmarked for disposal include servers, old motor vehicles, old computers, old furniture, computer 
accessories and old files/records. You have been hired by the board of Capco Ltd. to advise management on supply chain 
management issues. 

(a) Advise the management on FOUR consequences of failing to involve the procurement function in procurement and
disposal planning process. (8 marks)

(b) Highlight EIGHT principles in procurement planning that Capco Corporation Ltd. need to take into consideration when
preparing procurement plans. (8 marks) 

(c) Outline FOUR factors that would affect demand forecasting for ICT equipment. (4 marks) 
(Total: 20 marks) 

SECTION B 

QUESTION THREE 
Verimal Limited is a new furniture business that seeks to provide high quality furniture to high-end clients including 
government entities at affordable prices. You have been employed as the sourcing manager at Verimal Ltd. The Managing 
Director has instructed you to come up with a realistic sourcing strategy for the business, a detailed supply market analysis and 
an evaluation of strategic make-or-buy options. 

Required: 
(a) (i) Identify FIVE possible sources of information about the furniture supply market. (5 marks) 

(ii) Explain FIVE important issues you would include in your market analysis report. (5 marks) 
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(iii) Discuss FIVE important factors that you would consider in assessing importation of the furniture from abroad as
opposed to opening a local furniture workshop. (5 marks)

(b) You have decided to visit a potential furniture supplier abroad to carry out appraisal.

Explain FIVE items you would include in the supplier appraisal checklist. (5 marks) 
(Total: 20 marks) 

SECTION C 

QUESTION FOUR 
Study the case below and answer the questions that follow: 

You have just taken over responsibility for purchasing function at a major information logistics company and you are 
reviewing purchases for the last 2 years. 

The company spends a fortune on fuel. You have discovered that because of the diverse nature of your company’s 
transportation methods (which is air, ground and ocean freight) each individual department purchases its own jet fuel, the 
trucking division purchases its own diesel and the shipping freight division purchases its own oil. 

On further analysis you have discovered that fuel takes 25% of all expenses and there were periods in the last 2 years when 
there were stock-outs. (The few suppliers in the middle East could not supply in time due to late placement of orders). 

Your further analysis has revealed that the company spends a further 20% of all expenses on stationery and related items. You 
also discovered that there were periods in the last 2 years when there were stock-outs in this category. There was also a big 
variance in prices of similar items for orders placed in the last 2 years.  

Further the organisation uses Tonner cartridge HQ082F which is manufactured by a dealer in Germany. The cartridge is not 
available locally and the total spend on this item is 10% of the total expenses. 

The variety of staff uniforms and apparel also account for 20% of the value of all expenses. 

The organisation has not disposed idle, surplus and unserviceable stores for the last 2 years.  The items earmarked for disposal 
are: 4 motor vehicles, 20 servers, 1000 litres of adulterated fuel, 450 computers and assorted computer stationery. 

Required: 
(a) With the aid of a diagram, illustrate four procurement categories for the company using the product purchasing

classification matrix. (10 marks)

(b) (i) From question (a) above, explain FOUR purchasing approaches that a procurement professional should consider
in each quadrant. (8 marks) 

(ii) Explain the importance of a procurement plan in the budgeting process. (2 marks) 

(c) Assess FIVE disposal methods that the organisation could use in disposing the items earmarked for disposal. (10 marks)

(d) Discuss FIVE characteristics of demand that might affect the procurement planning process. (10 marks) 
(Total: 40 marks) 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 
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CERTIFIED PROCUREMENT AND SUPPLY PROFESSIONAL (CPSP) 

PART I 

PROCUREMENT PLANNING 

WEDNESDAY: 29 November 2017. Time Allowed: 3 hours. 

Answer ALL questions.  Marks allocated to each question are shown at the end of the question. 

SECTION A  

QUESTION ONE 

(a) Explain FOUR potential benefits that will accrue to a procurement entity from a well-planned prequalification exercise.

(8 marks) 

(b) Explain the meaning of the following terms as used in procurement planning:

(i) Budgeting. (2 marks) 

(ii) Specific procurement notice. (2 marks) 

(c) Illustrate TWO methods that a purchasing organisation could employ to determine independent demand. (4 marks) 

(d) A procuring entity intends to initiate a Post Tender Negotiation (PTN) with a bidding company after a tender award

exercise.

Propose TWO reasons why the procuring entity might have decided to conduct the post tender negotiation exercise.

(4 marks)  

(Total: 20 marks) 

SECTION B 

QUESTION TWO 

(a) Deep Sea Resources Ltd. is a company involved in oil exploration along the East African coast line. It budgeted the

following use of materials during the year ended 30 September 2017:

Item Quantity Amount (Sh. per unit) 

Quick setting cement 100 tons 40,000 

Hydraulic oil 100,000 litres 500 

Drilling bits 50 pcs 10,000 

Grease 100 drums 5,000 

Engine oil 10,000 litres 200 

Casing 100 pc 2,000 

Diesel 1,000,000 litres 100 

Tents 200 pcs 2,000 

The actual usage was as follows: 

Item Quantity Amount (Sh. per unit) 

Quick setting cement 150 tons 35,000 

Hydraulic oil 120,000 litres 550 

Drilling bits 400 pcs 12,000 

Grease 80 drums 4,000 

Engine oil 8,000 litres 180 

Casing 110 pcs 2,200 

Diesel 900,000 litres 95 

Tents 150 pcs 1,500 

Required: 

Prepare Deep Sea Resources Ltd’s budget and variance for each item. (10 marks) 
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(b) Analyse FIVE reasons which may cause the final contract sum to be more than the initial contract sum. (5 marks) 

(c) Examine FIVE safeguards that may be considered at the planning stage to minimise the difference between the initial

contract and the final contract. (5 marks)

(Total: 20 marks)

QUESTION THREE 

(a) Developing a work plan is a critical step in procurement management.

Design a work plan that you would use in the procurement planning process. (10 marks) 

(b) Explain FOUR factors that may affect the choice of the procurement method to be adopted for a major construction

project in the public sector. (4 marks)

(c) To leverage benefits of the buyer-supplier relationship, a purchasing organisation has decided to adopt vendor

managed inventory approach in its inventory management.

Enumerate SIX benefits that could accrue from the application of the above inventory management approach.

(6 marks) 

(Total: 20 marks) 

SECTION C 

QUESTION FOUR 

Case Study 

Mr. Malombe, a procurement manager in a public training institution in Nairobi County has been tasked with developing the 

institution’s strategic procurement plan for the next financial year. Consequently, he asked the user departments to forward 

their projected procurement proposal. 

After two weeks, no user department had forwarded their proposal to beat the deadline. Mr. Malombe generated a procurement 

plan without the contribution of the user departments. Additionally, Mr. Malombe identified several redundant assets for 

disposal in the course of the financial year. Upon realising how the procurement and disposal plans were generated, the 

institution’s principal demanded that the whole planning exercise be repeated. He further directed that all the steps of the 

procurement planning be observed as provided for in the public procurement law. 

Required: 

(a) Advise Mr. Malombe on the need for involving the user departments in procurement planning. (10 marks) 

(b) Propose to Mr. Malombe the procurement planning process that he should follow. (10 marks) 

(c) Evaluate how portfolio analysis can be used to generate a comprehensive procurement plan. (10 marks) 

(d) Examine FIVE ways that could be used to dispose off excess, surplus or obsolete stock in a procurement entity.

(10marks) 

(Total: 40 marks) 

……………………………………………………………………… 
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